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The need for a radical ‘growth policy’ agenda for Europe at a time of crisis

Peter Herrmann1

“Anyone who believes that exponential growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a
madman or an economist”

Kenneth Boulding, economist

These are challenging times. The financial crisis of 2007 has turned into an economic crisis of

major proportions. In the case of the European Union, the unfinished project of the single

currency has generated its own crisis, locking governments and banks into a lethal embrace,

while the way out is being sought through austerity, as the dominant dogma. The futility of

this policy is becoming more and more evident, as much of Europe is sinking into recession,

while a deepening rift is gradually dividing Europe into North and South, in economic, social

and political terms. The very integration of the EU is under threat.

The European elites appear to be unified under the austerity banner. However, as the

experience of Greece, Portugal and Ireland – indebted countries operating under EU/IMF

austerity programmes – has shown, such policies result in a vicious circle, whereby a

deepening recession increases the public debt ratio, which in turn leads to even more austere

measures and so on. The social and political cost of these policies is becoming increasingly

heavy for the elites to bear. Hence, the search for alternative policies within the prevalent

paradigm of market liberalisation and privatization and the renewed emphasis on growth.

At a time of crisis, the question of growth is naturally attracting a great amount of attention.

Fundamental questions as to the type of growth that should be pursued, the means to achieve

it and its implications are increasingly discussed in the literature. In this paper we examine

the concept of growth in relation to (i) its theoretical aspects; (ii) its implications and

especially the European experience; (iii) the current ‘growth’ debate; (iv) the need for a

radical growth agenda.

1 Initially the present submission had been planned as work together with MaricaFrangarkis. And although it is now submitted under the single authorship I want toemphasise that in different respects the entire work had been inspired by Marica.Without her contribitions – in discussions via mail-communication and during a meetingin Mainz the paper would not have been possible in this way.It is very much a contribition to discussion that only takes off at this stage – very much inneed of further explorations.
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1. Theoretical considerations

The concept of ‘capitalist growth’ prioritises individual profit over social solidarity; private
over public ownership; an unfettered market over a socially regulated one; capital over
labour.

Our point of departure has to be acknowledging the different meanings and dimensions of

growth in developed societies.

(i) A demographic aspect is about the need for economic growth in the light of demographic

growth – simple reproduction of an increasing population requires extending the production.

(ii) We can assume an inherent technical growth, pushed by the increasing need that is

demographically induced. However, this extension shows clearly and in a much more

pronounced way that we are dealing with a complex and genuinely social process. The social

dimension is not least generated by new patterns of inclusion/exclusion. Division of labour

can be seen as germ of specific forms of division of society. This division has analytically

four dimensions:

 the simple technical division

 the ‘international’ and ‘regional’ division

 the ‘class’ division

 the decomposition of the economic process itself.

Of course, these elements are analytically distinct though in reality we find a close

interconnection.

(iii) The latter aspect is of special interest as it is concerned with the concrete shape of

economic formations. This can be broadly specified by the following:

 One aspect shaping the economic formation in a global context is the ‘comparative

advantage’. At first glance it is about the marginal productivity, different according to

the concrete conditions of production and thus not least a matter of exiting

‘resources’;

 However, these resources are not primarily a matter of natural conditions but much

more a mater of a specific separation of the process of production as Marx outlined in

the Grundrisse. Broadly it is about production in the strict sense, consumption,

distribution and exchange. – Arguing in this vein means also to reject the traditional

theory of marginality as presented in particular by Marshall.

(iv) This manifests the permanent increase of the tension between use value and exchange

value. Economically we find in the split of the process of production both cause and
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consequence of the divergence between the two value dimensions. This culminates in four

lines of the growth-argument and in particular in the perspective on divergences:

 Growth as matter of specialisation and the attribution of comparative advantage – it

has to be highlighted that the advantage is barely a natural fact but primarily a matter

of a power.

 Growth as separation of use and exchange value and with this the emergence of a

process of self-perpetuation of value creation, i.e. a process of creating ‘value-free

value’. First this is about the decreasing added value due to factors like over-

consumption of natural resources and/or inflation of non-productive activities – a

typical example for the latter is the establishment of an increasing number of

intermediaries.

 Secondly, this process is about the reflexivity of generating value – Say’sches law

and Wagner’s law are relevant here. However, rather than moving towards an

equilibrium as suggested by Say and Wagner, reflexivity actually means an

increasing disequilibrium. The different elementary forms of production are first

diverging, then even getting independent of each other. The consequence is an over-

growth that increasingly lacks a needs-basis (production of goods that are not needed

or even do not have any actual use value). Another consequence is the divergence of

production in department I and II, and at some stage the development of a department

III (see Marx, Karl; Luxemburg, Rosa, 1913: The accumulation of capital. [Trans. A.

Schwarzschild, Introduction by J. Robinson, 1951]. London: Routledge & Kegan

Paul; also Herrmann/Babacan, forthcoming: The State As Mechanism of Exclusion:

Nationhood, Citizenship, Ethnicity; in: Babacan, Hurriyet/Herrmann, Peter: Nation

State and Ethnic Diversity; New York: Nova). With this we find actually a reverse of

the two laws of classical equilibrium paradigms.

 Growth as socialisation of private loss is another pattern of major importance – it can

be briefly described by two sub-patterns.

The one is about the externalisation of costs: private entities (households and

enterprises alike) produce negative externalities as matter of lack of consideration in

order to increase immediate private gain.

The other is about the direct intervention and profit generation. Here we are actually

dealing with a contradictory pattern as it is very much also a question of the

emergence of public goods that are under capitalist conditions always a way of

transferring costs from private entities by optimising the economies of scale which

means in this case: the socialisation of (part of) the costs of production.
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With reference to Marx’ analytical perspective, we may see this as development in the

following ways: as matter of production; as matter of specialisation and exchange, as matter

of consumption and finally as matter of distribution.

Assessment requires accordingly a reference to qualitative aspects, namely the compliance

between need, need-satisfaction, the development of the productive forces and the available

resources. In this context a consideration by Elmar Altvater can be taken as noteworthy. He

states:

… before the emergence of the industrial revolution, which had been also

a revolution of fossil energy, there had been no or very little growth.

Again: before the establishment of capitalism – and before the subsequent

separation of wage labour and capital, before the conversion of fossil

energy and before the establishment of the societal requirement to

produce a surplus product and a surplus value – growth did not exist.

(Raul Zelik/Elmar Altvater, 2009: Vermessung der Utopie. Ein Gespräch

über Mythen des Kapitalismus und die kommende Gesellschaft;

Muenchen: Blumenbar Verlag: 262)

Against this backdrop any growth-policy has to find a way of ‘balancing’ the different

dimensions of growth with a set of two priorities. The first is the re-establishment of the unity

of use and exchange value, and the other – consequent – aspect is ‘social cohesion’ as a

matter of increasing social quality. Altvater’s statement is then more about finding out what

“over-growth” is.

2. The implications of ‘capitalist growth’ – The European experience

The dangerous implications of capitalist growth have been made amply clear by the present
crisis: rising inequality, consumerism based on an increasing rate of borrowing, exhausting
natural resources, threatening democracy.

In some way the entire history of European integration can be interpreted as a failure of a

growth strategy – this broad statement does not want to argue on the wider issue of the

2 German original:
dass es vor Heraufkunft der industriellen Revolution, die ja zugleich auch eine

fossilistische war, kein oder kaum Wachstum gab. Noch einmal: Vor dem Kapitalismus

– vor der Trennung von Lohnarbeit und Kapital, vor der Umwandlung fossiler

Energien in Arbeitsenergie, vor dem gesellschaftlichen Prinzip, ein Mehrprodukt und

einen Mehrwert erzeugen zu mu ssen – gab es kein Wachstum.
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“EUropean project” and its political perspectives of an exercise of securing peace and the

complete lack of democratic control.

The basic economic paradigm of what is now the European Union is intrinsically based on the

following principles:

 the “free market” as a mode of regulation,

 an accumulation regime that is based on mass production and mass consumption

 considering growth as ultimate carrier of a “wealth-for-all” strategy

 oscillating between an orientation on “automatic harmonisation” of the economic

performance on the one hand and coordination of economies with different

comparative advantage

 and finally the single market strategy as contradictory policy on “free-trade” and

“protectionism”.

For the current discussion of a radical growth policy agenda, the following four aspects are of

especial importance. Two of them outline the failure of mainstream policy; and two of them

pointing on potentials for future growth.

First, increasing inequality had been the consequence of the policies over the decades.

Though we can see some limited success in some countries, catching up as far as the overall

performance is concerned, the overall pattern within the countries is showing the opposite

picture. Actually in particular during periods of outstanding growth, the inequality increased

substantially already as far as shown by the simple main indicators, namely the development

of GDP and the Gini-coefficient. Looking at a country like Ireland, many years taken as show

case for success, clearly shows the failure.

A closer look shows even more of the failure as the real consequences are only shown in

hindsight and/or in looking at individual cases. Just one example for the latter can be seen in

the fact that a leading IT enterprise engaged people to work, promising good income, safe

jobs and good education provided by the enterprise itself – in fact the job “security” lasted for

about 5 years and employees had been left without any relevant education. An example for

the long-term costs can be seen in the fact that nowadays Ireland turns again towards being a

country of emigration.

Second, costly sectoral shifts can be determined as consequence especially of privatisation –

although we find (incremental) growth, two points are easily left outside of consideration. The

growth is taking place in sectors of control and regulation which are by definition not

productive. This is at least one of the reasons behind the fact that employment can be
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specifically found in precarious positions. After some kind of over-supply we find now a

dangerous under-supply – dangerous as it occurs as qualitative shift. For instance in

Germany, Daniel Behruzi reports an increase of agency workers in the area of care by more

then 400 percent between 2005 and 2011 – this concerns not least highly qualified positions.

He points out that in 2010, 63.4 percent of the agency workers in the areas health and care

receive an income below the level that is nationally defined as low income3 (Behruzi, Daniel:

Leihpflege boomt; in: Die Tageszeitung Junge Welt; 10.7.2012: page 15;

http://www.jungewelt.de/2012/07-10/011.php - 10/07/2012 06:30)

Third, the need for infrastructure and public goods in other sectors is not fully recognised –

this includes not least education, social services and environment. One aspect to this is about

leaving investment to private agencies which actually limits growth to certain areas that are of

short-term profitability. The other aspect is that under the condition of private investment the

economies of scale are frequently reaching beyond private capacities (though the matter of

capacities may well be a matter of expected security rather than the actual seize of capital

requirements).

Fourth, the need to overcome inequality. Austerity policies proofed to be fundamentally

moments of “anti-growth” strategies. Public investment is curtailed, and indirectly it

undermines private investment due to the lack of public infrastructure and the lack of

confidence.

It deserves special attention that we are actually not really looking for simple growth. This

concerns in particular the one-sidedness as it has been outlined in the 2000-Lisbon strategy.

The emphasis of competitiveness undermined sustainability of growth and lead in

consequence to short-sighted successes with medium- and long-term devastating effects.

The radical character of the policy we are looking for is purely qualitative in its character and

concentrated on a change of patterns of productive consumption and distribution. In this light

growth is not simply a matter of increasing output, but a matter of specifically reducing

output. Two concrete examples can already be mentioned here, the one being the increase of

3 From the article
Die Betroffenen mu ssen mit durchschnittlich rund einem Drittel weniger Gehalt

auskommen als ihre fest angestellten Kolleginnen. So lag der durchschnittliche

Bruttolohn von Leiharbeitern in Gesundheits- und Pflegeberufen 2010 bei etwa 1600

Euro im Monat. 63,4 Prozent von ihnen befanden sich damit unterhalb der

bundesweit geltenden Niedriglohnschwelle von 1802 Euro monatlich. Zum Vergleich:

Die Durchschnittseinkommen in der Branche insgesamt betrugen zum selben

Zeitpunkt 2456 Euro.
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sustainable public transport and the subsequent curtailing of private transport, the other about

the reduction of working hours.

3. The current ‘growth debate’

Reducing unemployment, since returning to full employment goes beyond the effects of the
crisis, is a major area of concern. In this respect, the mainstream growth agenda relies on
the so-called ‘structural reforms’, giving markets an even freer rein esp. in relation to labour
and employment (reducing the legal/institutional protection of both). Proposals are further
made by other actors, such as the trade unions, the social movements, various intellectuals,
etc.

An important part point is that they lack coherence and are by and large limited (a) by their

patchwork character and (b) by their technical orientation. It is important then to recognise

that the financial crisis can only be understood if it is taking the strong connection between

the following moments serious. We are dealing with a creative destruction, horizontal

(re-)distribution between the different sectors, vertical (re-distribution between social strata,4

over-accumulation, devaluation, revaluation,

In this light the financial crisis is actually only a visible consequence that marks the phase of

a change. It still needs quantitative and qualitative investigation where exactly we stand. It

seems to be fair to say that we left the phase of an ultimate downswing of the previous cycle

behind. It remains unclear where we can exactly locate the development at this stage:

5

4 Although this is surely primarily between the two classes, it is neverless a complex process also within the mainclasses and also going beyond the core groups as gender, ethnical groups etc.5 See also Herrmann, Peter, forthcoming: Financial Crisis or New Cycle? Some forgotten moments of the currentdiscussion of crisis; Presentation to the 8th International Kondratieff Conference “Cyclical Patterns in GlobalProcesses, Kondratieff Cycles and the Concepts of Long-Term Development of Russia and the World”; Institute ofEconomics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow – November 1–2, 2012
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Thus, the debates can be centrally grouped by where they locate the current momentum. With

some simplification we suggest three groups, depending on their respective focus:

The statement of a manifest crisis is dominantly conservative, concerned with the search for

re-establishing and then maintaining the traditional growth path.

The focus on structural change is primarily searching for fundamentally new fields of

investment. This includes investigation of changes on the main areas6

 change of the means of production

 change of the mode of production

 change of the accumulation regime

 change of the property and control mechanisms.7

This takes up an outline that had been made earlier – with view on different forms of the

division of labour:

 the simple technical division

 the ‘international’ and ‘regional’ division

 the decomposition of the economic process itself

 the ‘class’ division

Although this is not a one-to-one correlation, there are strong connections. There is the danger

of technicist reductionism and a plea for a technical approach to growth (good is what creates

employment within a financially feasible frame). But it should be clear that division of labour

and technical developments are genuinely social relationships. As such they open moves in

particular to following areas:8

 incentivise production away from over-accumulation (e.g. tax & subsidies)

 shorter working hours/longer holidays/work over the life cycle / lowering retirement

age/ income in kind (e.g. crèches, other benefits otherwise offered by the

market)/training as part of one’s working life (cf flexicurity regime and life-long

learning)

 recognition of “societal work”, for instance as in the French debate on “sécurité

d’emploi ou de formation” (Boccara)

6 To some extent this is a presentation that has heuristic and analytical character and as such there is an additionalaspect: the concrete direction of the development depends on the relation and weight of changes in the differentareas.7 An important aspect that will be left open on this occasion is the shift of control mechanisms with the fourdimensions: socialisation versus individualisation; and political and forcible control versus economically lead control.8 What follows does not claim to be exhaustive – rather some points that are considered as ultimately central fordeveloping current political strategies are listed.
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 launching a policy of fiscal stimulus as European strategy that fosters investment

 de-centralisation and development of local and regional potentials

 fostering a policy of sustainable global equity rather than competitive growth

The interpretation of the current situation as dominated by consolidation and re-investment.

Although some of the following should surely be well considered as suitable at an immediate

stage, developing a sound strategic approach needs some further consideration.

 a European and global policy of fiscal stimulus has to be set into place as means of

enforcing principles of ‘radical growth’

 such growth strategy has to be systematically taken as opportunity for new ways of

organising production and developing new institutional forms of operation

Overall, it will be decisive to insure that consolidation and re-investment is put on a

sustainable basis. In particular and as well established by the Irish example, short-term

extensive growth policies are likely to undermine sustainable development. Surely, there is in

all three directions – to a different degree – a grain of truth though the main focus at this stage

has probably laid on the second (= 4th overall) phase.

4. The need for a radical growth policy agenda

There are many different strands in the current debate on growth. Leaving traditionalist

orientations aside – standing at the edge the abyss and only waiting to exclaim that today we

moved a step forward – these vary from a qualitatively altered growth to anti-growth visions.

Each of the different approaches, advocated by very different political forces, surely links to

important challenges. However, they are more or less casual and lacking “global coherence”.

Such orientation on global coherence has to bring together (i) societal needs based on utility

values, (ii) social equity, (iii) socio-environmental sustainability, (iv) global democratic

governance and (v) financing and public budgeting. It may be worthwhile to highlight in a

side-remark that the issue of finance/budgeting is intentionally put at the end, as it is only a

technical issue, depending on a coherent strategy in the preceding arrays.

It should be clear – and it is generally accepted9 – that growth for its own sake doesn’t solve

any problem, be it problems of economic development or the social costs of non-

development. This expression already suggests that our attention has to focus on development

rather than simple growth strategies. This requires a multiple strategy.

9 Leaving positions of conservative hardliners and pure apologists aside.
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The immediate, short-term requirements are relatively clear:

 control of the finance sector

 control of speculation – especially in the finance and the housing sector

 readjustment of previous processes of distribution and securing living standards that

are reflecting the development of the means of production

 working time and employment policy, through the shortening of working hours and

other labour market reforms that make for ‘decent jobs for a decent pay’

 guaranteeing availability of resources for developing investment in “meaningful”

areas – meaningful in terms of use value and in terms of environmental sustainability

 although a large part of the necessary finance can be drawn from the existing private

assets, it will also be necessary to mobilise public finance – this is more a matter of

targeting than a matter of mobilising additional means.

In particular in connection with the 2nd and 4th point, a strict public control obligation is

required. Societal development rather than economic growth and fostering a policy of

sustainable global equity rather than competitive growth are two indispensable points of

orientation. Looking at the second, medium-term, oriented measures it is getting relatively

complex, as these have to reflect strongly the current conditions but considered against the

need for a fundamental change of strategy.

In a longer term perspective, a radical growth agenda needs to focus on such basics as

changing the way we think and we measure production, the very logic of growth and of

sustainability. However, it is true to say that choosing a different pattern and rate of growth,

or even degrowth, is different to undergoing degrowth at a time of crisis, as is the present case

in large parts of Europe. Whereas in the first case, the discussion is about inventing a new

type of society and making the world a better place, in the second case, there may well be

panic, starvation, social conflict, rising unemployment and homelessness, amongst others10.

The rising inequality and the increasingly unsustainable mode of production and consumption

of the advanced countries, spreading fast to other parts of the world, make the search for

remedies and/or alternatives urgent. Thus, the International Labour Office is advocating a

‘social protection floor for a fair and inclusive globalisation’, the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development has put forward an ‘investment policy framework for sustainable

development’, while more and more voices in the EU are stressing the need for an industrial

10 Martin van der Linden, Platform for an Economy based on sustainability and solidarity, 20 February 2012, CREA,Amsterdam
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policy that will revive employment .11 These are piecemeal approaches to a problem that

needs to be seen and discussed in its totality, not simply as a solution to the deadlocks of the

crisis, but as the opportunity to set the foundations for a better society.

As expressed by the New Economics Foundation, “By sharing our resources more equally, by

building better communities and a better society and by safeguarding the natural environment,

we can focus on the things that really matter and achieve genuine and lasting progress with

higher levels of wellbeing. Taken together this would amount to what we have termed the

Great Transition”.12

11 ILO, Social protection floor for a fair and inclusive globalisation, Report of the Advisory Group chaired by Michelle
Bachelet convened by the ILO with the collaboration of the WHO, 2011; UNCTAD, Investment policy framework for
sustainable development, 201212 NEF, 2009, The Great Transition, A tale of how it turned out right




